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The worry list for shares – how worrying are they?  

 
Introduction 
September was a poor month for shares with global shares 
losing 3.7% in local currency terms and Australian shares losing 
2.7%. It’s possible that following top to bottom falls of 5-6% in 
global and Australian shares we have now seen the low. But it’s 
impossible to be definitive, and with the worry list around US 
fiscal policy, China, energy, supply bottlenecks and inflation, 
central bank hawkishness and ongoing risks around 
coronavirus there could still be another leg down. The extent of 
the rally since March last year - US shares more than doubled 
and Australian shares rose 68% - has left them vulnerable to a 
deeper pullback. However, our view remains that recent 
turbulence in share markets is a correction rather than the start 
of a deep bear market. This note reviews the current worries. 
The US debt ceiling 
The US Government would have hit its debt limit sometime 
around 18th October after which if it wasn’t increased, it would 
have had to slash spending to be in line with revenue which 
would have meant a spending cut of around 12% of US GDP 
(ie, defaulting on some commitments). But following an offer by 
Senate Minority leader McConnell, the US debt ceiling has 
been pushed back into early December (with maybe a little bit 
of leeway – some say out to January). The move showed 
McConnell does not want a default and wants to make sure the 
Democrats increase the debt limit on their own. But this just 
means the issue will come up again in a few months (along with 
the need to avoid a Government shutdown where funding was 
also extended into December). Republican’s still don’t plan to 
vote for it as that will be seen as signing up to Democrat 

spending. This means the Democrats will most likely have to do 
it on their own via the budget reconciliation process for which 
they now have plenty of time, or with regular legislation if they 
suspend the ability for Republican’s to filibuster – both of which 
only require the votes of the 50 Democrat Senators plus VP 
Harris to pass. The Democrats don’t want to do either as they 
would prefer Republican cover and so there may still be 
brinkmanship involved to finally resolve the issue – to get 
enough Republican senators to support it such that 60 Senate 
votes are reached or as is more likely to get the support of 
moderate Democrat senators (like Manchin and Sinema) to 
pass with 50 votes plus VP Harris. Debt ceiling argy bargy 
contributed to a 19% pullback in US shares in 2011 and a 4.5% 
fall in 2013. But ultimately the Democrats (& Republicans) won’t 
allow the US to default (just as they didn’t in 2011 or 2013). 
US fiscal policy and taxes 
Progress in passing the Administration’s $550 billion 
infrastructure spending and $3.5 trillion Build Back Better social 
spending packages has been delayed. Tensions between 
moderate and progressive Democrats are high with the latter 
becoming the left-wing equivalent of the Tea Party. While the 
$4 trillion boost to spending is spread over eight years, it’s a big 
boost to government spending which partly explains moderate 
Democrats’ reluctance to agree to the full amount and raising 
the debt ceiling at the same time. So, to get moderate support 
for the package and the debt ceiling increase, the Build Back 
Better package will likely be cut from $3.5 trillion to $1.5-$2 
trillion. Likewise, tax hikes to partly pay for Build Back Better 
(on profits, capital gains and dividends) are likely to be scaled 
back. The share market is not focussed on these, but failure to 
agree to anything on infrastructure and Build Back Better would 
be seen as policy gridlock and tax hikes could knock 5% of US 
earnings if they are not cut back – both of which could be a 
short-term negative for shares (albeit not much beyond that). 
Fed Chair Powell’s renomination 
The Fed’s trading controversies have damaged Powell and 
progressive Democrats are against him, but markets tend to 
prefer continuity. It’s either going to be Powell or someone more 
dovish (like Lael Brainard) who runs the Fed so I suspect this is 
not ultimately going to be a big issue for markets. 
Evergrande and the Chinese slowdown  
China Evergrande is yet to be resolved and other developers 
are having problems. But Evergrande is not “too big to fail” - it 
may account for 5% of China’s $US bonds (where investors 
may not be protected) but it’s only 0.1% of Chinese bank debt 

Key points 
> It’s still too early to say that the pull back in share 

markets is over. Some of the worries around US fiscal 
policy and politics, China, global supply constraints and 
central banks likely have further to run and could see 
the correction go further. 

> Historically the main driver of whether we see a 
correction or a mild bear market, as opposed to a major 
bear market, is whether we see a recession. While it 
may take time, ultimately, we see the current worries 
being resolved in a way that does not severely threaten 
global or Australian growth.  

> So, we continue to see the broader trend in global and 
Australian shares remaining up once the correction runs 
its course. 
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so a Lehman moment is looking unlikely. Evergrande 
shareholders and top management are unlikely to be protected, 
but the Chinese Government appears to be stepping up efforts 
to limit the fall out and protect healthy developers, home buyers 
and the property market (but maybe not global bondholders). 
The broader slowdown in Chinese growth reflects the earlier 
removal of stimulus and coronavirus restrictions in August 
which have since been relaxed. It’s hard to see the Government 
allowing much of a slowdown given the risk of social unrest. So, 
some policy easing is likely to boost growth next year. 
The European and Chinese energy crises 
A surge in energy prices/cutbacks in power supply in China 
(owing to carbon emission controls and a shortage of coal) and 
Europe (where gas prices rose six-fold since early this year 
reflecting increased global gas demand with reopening, issues 
with the supply of alternative energy and Russia limiting gas 
exports) is now dragging oil prices up too. This is all adding to 
supply bottlenecks, depressing growth, and adding to prices 
which likely has further to go. But there is some light at the end 
of the tunnel on this issue: Russia has offered to increase gas 
supply to Europe (although it may come with some strings 
attached); the crisis will likely hasten the opening of the Nord 
Stream 2 gas pipeline thereby boosting gas supply to Europe; 
Australian, Qatari, US and possibly Iranian (if the nuclear deal 
is agreed to) gas production is increasing; and there are some 
signs China is easing restrictions on coal and electricity supply. 
Supply constraints and inflation 
This is the biggest issue because a permanent increase to 
significantly higher inflation will mean lower price to earnings 
multiples/higher required yields for assets. See Inflation – why it 
matters for investment markets. 

 
Source: Bloomberg, AMP Capital 

However, while the surge in global money and fiscal stimulus 
pose the longer-term risk of higher inflation, what we are seeing 
now looks mostly due to distortions to global supply and 
demand caused by the pandemic. In the pre-covid world, the 
global supply system was a very finely tuned and highly efficient 
machine. Coronavirus threw it off with outbreaks (people can’t 
go to work) and their response (eg, enhanced unemployment 
benefits encouraging people not to work) causing disruptions to 
production, and demand swinging to goods from services all of 
which is showing up in today’s problems and spikes in, 
particularly, goods price inflation. As can be seen in the next 
chart consumer goods spending in the US is 18% above its pre-
coronavirus trend whereas spending on services is below trend. 
But as the world goes back to work and consumer spending 
rotates away from goods back to services, the bottlenecks 
should start to resolve. This may take up to 12 mths to resolve 
risking more uncertainty and higher bond yields. But ultimately it 

should settle down. Key to watch for will be: increased goods 
production; reduced goods demand in favour of services (as per 
the arrows); and wages growth as this will determine whether 
one off price increases become entrenched as higher inflation. 

 
Source: Bloomberg, AMP Capital 

Central banks becoming more hawkish  
While central banks are heading towards the exits from ultra-
easy money, with some moving faster than others, we are a 
long way from the sort of tight monetary policy that brings 
economic cycles and bull markets to an end. Some central 
banks have already started to raise rates, but those that have 
seen inflation below target in the post-GFC period are lagging 
as they are wary of jumping at shadows and ending up with 
inflation back below target again. This includes the Fed, RBA, 
ECB and the Bank of Japan. While the RBA has already slowed 
its bond buying and the Fed will likely do the same next month, 
“tapering” is not tightening as cash is still being pumped into the 
economy, it’s just at a slower rate 
Covid still poses risks, science looks to be winning 
The exit from the coronavirus pandemic is proving longer and 
messier than expected. But there is reason for optimism: new 
global cases are on the decline again; vaccines while not 
perfect and requiring booster shots are helping keep serious 
illness down; new Merck & AstraZeneca drugs looks likely to 
significantly improve treatment; and after a slow start 
vaccination rates have surged in Australia (with the help of 
“vaccination mandates”). Of course, humanity is not yet out of 
the woods and key risks to watch include: whether cases surge 
in the northern winter; low vaccination rates in poor countries; 
the possibility of more transmissible/more deadly mutations; 
and whether new cases overwhelm the hospital system 
following reopening in NSW, the ACT and Victoria.   
Concluding comment 
Some good news on some of these issues in the last week (the 
debt ceiling and the energy crisis) have helped shares stabilise 
a bit, but the risk is that the correction has further to run. 
Historically the main driver of whether we see a correction or 
even a mild bear market, as opposed to a major bear market 
(like that seen in the GFC or in March last year), is whether we 
see a recession. Right now, it remains doubtful that the worry 
list will be enough to drive a US, global or Australian recession. 
Ultimately, we see the issues being largely resolved in a way 
that does not severely threaten global growth and so with global 
monetary policy likely to remain relatively easy for some time, 
we continue to see the broader trend in global and Australian 
shares remaining up, once the correction runs its course.  
Dr Shane Oliver  
Head of Investment Strategy and Chief Economist  
AMP Capital 
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